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Abstract—With reference to the newly released microgrid stan-
dards, design and real-time implementation of a centralized micro-
grid control system is presented in this article. In the grid-connected
mode, the utility grid will provide the voltage and frequency refer-
ence at the point of connection. The assets within the microgrid will
follow power command references provided by the control system.
In the islanded mode, the energy storage system (ESS) can provide
the voltage and frequency reference to all other generators. Based
on the state-of-charge of the ESS, a rule-based dispatch is proposed,
with priority given to diesel generator and then the storage in the
middle state of charge range. To alleviate power fluctuations, meet
smooth planned islanding requirement, and compensate for the
feeder losses ignored in dispatch algorithm, a supplementary slack-
bus power control based on closed-loop feedback and first-order
filter is proposed. The potential of the storage system in firming
short-time power fluctuation and providing long-term load shift-
ing capabilities is exploited. An emergency dispatch function for
unplanned islanding considering the speed of response limitation
of a diesel generator is also proposed. The proposed control strategy
is implemented and tested on a controller hardware-in-the-loop test
bench. It demonstrates the capability of the control system to reduce
load shedding and renewable curtailment, and to implement power
management at the point of interconnection.

Index Terms—Controller hardware-in-the-loop (C-HIL) test,
microgrid control system (MGCS), rule-based dispatch, slack-
bus power control, smooth transition, state of charge (SoC)
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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE past decade, microgrids have drawn wide attention

by researchers for their capability of providing resilient

power supply and effective integration of distributed renewable

resources (DERs). To facilitate wider acceptance and further

deployment, the core function specifications for a microgrid

control system (MGCS) or microgrid controller and the cor-

responding tests have been standardized [1]. In accordance

to IEEE Std 2030.7, “dispatch” and “transition” are the two

core functions of MGCS [2]. Dispatch function refers to the

coordination of DERs in a microgrid to maintain power bal-

ance, while achieving objectives including power fluctuation

alleviation, total cost minimization, carbon emission reduction,

or supply reliability maximization. To enhance energy security

and continuous operation, it is expected that microgrids should

be transited seamlessly between the grid-connected mode and

the islanded mode. Once a microgrid controller is designed, an

associated set of test platform is required for validation and

compliance testing of the controller. According to IEEE Std

2030.8, controller hardware-in-the-loop (C-HIL) test is superior

to purely simulation test and power hardware-in-the-loop test for

its balance in “fidelity” and “coverage” [3].

There are numerous real-time implementations of MGCS

found in the literature. However, most of the existing microgrid

control test-bench may only focus on one specific function,

and the tests are conducted without conforming to an acknowl-

edged standard. In [4], the state-space-node approach and field-

programmable gate array (FPGA)-based computation engine

are adopted for real-time simulation of microgrids, but neither

dispatch nor transition function was tested. A C-HIL testbench

implementing constant power at point of interconnection (POI)

in the grid-connected mode and fixed-frequency control in the

islanded mode is developed in [5], but transition and dispatch

function are not fully tested. A universal C-HIL platform for

microgrid controller testing is proposed in [6], but only transition

function is tested. In [7], an MGCS embedded with dispatch

function is validated on a real-time testbed, but the optimization

is still run offline. Similarly, dispatch and protection functions

are presented in [8], but no comprehensive tests are conducted.
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On the other hand, most microgrids are not complex enough to

warrant a dispatch function based on the optimization algorithm.

In IEEE Std 2030.7, the term “dispatch rules” is repetitively

mentioned possibly due to its simplicity and low cost in im-

plementation while “optimization function” is labeled with “if

applicable.” However, the standard does not deliberate on the

specific dispatch rule design. In [9], a control scheme with the

energy storage system (ESS) used for power smoothing and state

of charge (SoC) fixed around 0.5 is proposed for grid-connected

and islanded operation modes. Though the SoC can be strictly

controlled, it is quite conservative since the capability of ESS

as energy buffer to fulfill peak shaving and valley filling is not

explored at all. A comparative study of load-following control

and cycle-charging control applied to an islanded PV-diesel-

ESS microgrid is conducted in [10] where the ESS and diesel

generator, respectively, are used as the main source to fulfill

power balance. It is revealed that employing ESS to follow load

variation can reduce fuel consumption but may soon exhaust

the energy stored [11]. Conventional cycle-charging strategy

with ESS frequently deep discharged will shorten the lifetime

of ESS. Considering the above limitations, a hybrid adaptive

rule-based dispatch with diesel generator and energy storage

selected alternatively to meet power mismatch in different SoC

ranges for a practical stand-alone microgrid is reported in [12].

However, the control strategy still cannot realize direct SoC

management.

In response to microgrid controller standardization, a central-

ized MGCS is designed and implemented in this article, based on

the authors’ precedent work [11]. The rule-based dispatch strat-

egy is improved so that load shedding and renewable curtailment

are replaced by POI power adjustment in the grid-connected

mode. SoC of ESS can also be explicitly managed by forced

charging or discharging control if SoC is beyond some threshold.

The tie-line control in [11] is now generalized as slack bus power

control to mitigate the power fluctuation at POI and compensate

for the ignored feeder losses. Seamless transition control in the

islanding and reconnection process is also presented. The control

strategy is implemented with a C-HIL test-bench, with multiple

test scenarios presented to demonstrate its effectiveness.

II. MICROGRID CONTROL STRATEGY

A. Microgrid Configuration

According to the example microgrid topology in the stan-

dards, a simple microgrid with sufficient representation of asset

diversity is adopted [2], which is composed of one directly

connected diesel generator, one ESS, two renewable energy

resources (RERs) including a type-4 wind-turbine generator

(WTG) and a photovoltaic (PV) generator, one continuously

curtailable load, and one critical load, as shown in Fig. 1. The

system is connected to the utility grid with a breaker at POI.

B. Local Control Strategy

The voltage and frequency references are established by the

utility grid in the grid-connected mode and by Vf controlled

ESS in the islanded mode [13], [14]. The diesel generator

Fig. 1. Diagram of the microgrid under test.

TABLE I
CONSTRAINTS OF ASSETS IN THE MICROGRID

employs droop control with power reference determined by the

dispatch strategy. RER-based generators (PV and WTG) adopt

a maximum-power-point-tracking control by default.

C. Rule-Based Dispatch Strategy

On top of the local control level, a rule-based dispatch is

designed as per the objectives in IEEE Std 2030.7 and 2030.8

[2], [3]. Basic constraints of the two controllable assets are

summarized in Table I [12], [15]. SoC of ESS should be within

an acceptable range (SoCmin and SoCmax) to avoid overcharg-

ing or overdischarging. The charging/discharging power limits

Pch,max (positive) and Pdis,max (negative) are restricted by stor-

age and charging facilities. The diesel generator is kept ON to

increase system reliability and reduce the start/stop impact. Its

power should be controlled between minimum (Pds,min) and

maximum (Pds,max) limit for efficient and secure operation.

Since renewable curtailment or load shedding are mostly the last

resorts to power balance in the islanded mode, their constraints

are not presented. This article is focused mainly on active power

dispatch given the major initiative of deploying microgrid. The

main objectives include increasing reliability and resilience,

reducing load shedding and RER curtailment, and meeting POI

orders.

The local control and specific DER model may affect the

transient performance. For example, the load model includes

resistive load, power electronic load, motor load, or generally

ZIP load, among which the induction motor load may result in

oscillation or even instability in certain islanded microgrid [16].

However, from the power balance perspective, the calculation of

load-generation mismatch will be the same independent of the

model selected. In the current work, a constant power load based

on the dynamic load model in RT-Lab is adopted for critical load.
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Fig. 2. Allocation of control modes in different SoC ranges.

The curtailable load adopts a general power-electronic interfaced

load mode [17].

1) Dispatch in the Islanded Mode: To maintain power bal-

ance, the net power Pnet is defined by (1) as the difference

between the RER generation Prer and total load consumption

Pload

Pnet = Prer − Pload = Pwtg+Ppv − Pload. (1)

According to [15], the reliability and resilience of microgrid

is a quadratic function of SoC which should be preferably kept

around 0.5 for bidirectional energy reserve. However, ESS can

also fulfill energy shifting by storing energy and then releasing

when necessary. Therefore, the practical SoC may slightly devi-

ate from 0.5 to perform this function. To achieve both objectives,

a rule-based dispatch in the form as decision trees is proposed,

by dividing the SoC of ESS into three overlapped ranges [18]

with four customizable SoC levels (SoCu1, SoCu, SoCd, and

SoCd1), as shown in Fig. 2. The flowcharts of the rule-based

dispatch are given in Fig. 3 where the curtailable load and RERs

are not shed or curtailed by default. The power references for

diesel generator, ESS, load shedding and renewable are denoted

by Pds,ref , Pess,ref, Pld_shed, and Prer_cur, respectively.

In the lower SoC range (below SoCd1), ESS force-charging

control is adopted. ESS will get charged at a rate no smaller

than kc ∗ Pch,max where kc is an adjustable value within [0,1].

The power balance problem can be firstly formulated by the

following inequalities (2) and solved by interval analysis [19]
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

Pess,ref − Pds,ref = Pnet

kc ∗ Pch,max ≤ Pess,ref ≤ Pch,max

Pds,min ≤ Pds,ref ≤ Pds,max.

(2)

Details of the dispatch are described by the numbered com-

mands (c#1–4) in Fig. 3(a). If the value of Pnet is within the

subtracted interval of diesel generator power and ESS charging

power, as calculated by (3), ESS will charge as

kc ∗ Pch,max − Pds,max ≤ Pess,ref − Pds,ref ≤ Pch,max

− Pds,min (3)

much as possible without exceeding Pch,max, while diesel gen-

erator power will maintain power balance (c#1–2). Otherwise,
Fig. 3. Dispatch of DERs in microgrid. (a) ESS force-charging control.
(b) ESS power-smoothing control. (c) ESS force-discharge control.
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the problem (2) has no solution and load shedding or renewable

curtailment must be adopted. If Pds,max is insufficient, curtail-

able load will be shed (c#3); if ESS is to be charged more than

Pch,max even forPds,min, renewable generation will be curtailed

(c#4). The curtailed or shed amount is as small as possible as

long as a solution exits.

Fig. 3(b) illustrates ESS power-smoothing control in the mid-

dle SoC range ([SoCd1, SoCu1]), by which diesel generator will

be the main source to meet power mismatch, while the averaged

power of ESS will be normally zero and its SoC will remain

almost constant (c#5). However, if diesel generator alone cannot

maintain power balance, ESS charging (c#6) or discharging

(c#7), and load shedding (c#8), or renewable curtailment (c#9)

will also be adopted.

In the upper SoC range (above SoCu1), the system adopts

ESS force-discharging control by which ESS is forced to dis-

charge at a rate no smaller than kd ∗ Pdis,max where kd is also

adjustable, as shown in Fig. 3(c). As a duality to the problem

(2), interval analysis can be utilized to generate the dispatch

command. If Pnet is within the subtracted interval of diesel

generator power and ESS discharging power, ESS will discharge

as much as possible while diesel generation will balance the

remaining power(c#10–11). Otherwise, renewable curtailment

(c#12) or load shedding (c#13) will force ESS to discharge

without exceeding Pdis,max.

To avoid possible consistent mode transitions on the bound-

aries of the three SoC ranges, a latching mechanism is estab-

lished by introducing an auxiliary variable disp_mode which

is “2” in power smoothing control, “1” in force-charge control

and “0” in force-discharge control. The control mode will be

determined by the conditions “A”, “B,” and “C” in Fig. 2. As

further illustrated by the arrows and shaded region, the latching

mechanism is realized by “or” logic and freezing the value of

disp_mode. For example, in condition A, the MGCS will keep in

force-charging mode until SoC reaches SoCd. Given the three

control modes, the relation of SoC and power of ESS can be

calculated by (4) where Cess is its energy capacity. Therefore,

for whatever initial value of SoC at t0, SoC of ESS will converge

to the middle range

SoC(t) = SoC(t0)+

∫ t

t0

Pessdt/Cess

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

Pess ≥ kc ∗ Pch,max, SoC(t0) ≤ SoCd

Pess ≈ 0, SoCd ≤ SoC(t0) ≤ SoCu

Pess ≤ kd ∗ Pdis,max, SoC(t0) ≥ SoCu.

(4)

Although the power references of ESS and diesel generator

are explicitly given, no reference is needed if one of them serves

as the slack bus. The renewable curtailment command will be

distributed among WTG and PV based on certain criteria, for

example in proportional to their output power before curtail-

ment. The force-charging or discharging rate (kc and kd) is

user-definable based on operator objectives or load/generation

conditions. In this article, both are 0.05, representing a slow

SoC recovery to avoid excessive load shedding or renewable

curtailment to charge/discharge ESS.

Fig. 4. Supplementary closed-loop control for slack bus power regulation.

Notice that this article only provides an example of rule-based

dispatch strategies with the given constraints and objectives. If

more constraints or other objectives are considered, the dis-

patch rules can be extended to those applications with proper

modifications.

2) Dispatch in the Grid-Connected Mode: Reducing power

variation at the POI is an extra objective in the grid-connected

mode [2]. To meet the requirement of a specified power value

P ∗
POI at POI, the dispatch rules in Fig. 3 can still be used, with

net power modified as (5), but P ∗
POI will be adjusted instead of

shedding load or curtailing renewable generators in Fig. 3

Pnet = Prer + P ∗
POI − Pload. (5)

3) Supplementary Slack-Bus Power Control: The dispatch

rule in Fig. 3 is an open-loop control that ignores power fluctua-

tion during the dispatch interval (5–15 min) and power losses in

the feeders. The resulted error will be by default compensated

by the slack bus, namely utility grid in the grid-connected mode

and ESS in the islanded mode, which may violate the POI power

request or the power and SoC constraints of ESS. For such, on

the basis of tie-line power control in [11], [20], supplementary

closed-loop feedback control for the slack bus is adopted, as

depicted in Fig. 4. The power of slack bus Pslack is measured

and compared with its reference Pslack, ref. The error is then

processed by a proportional integral (PI) controller and a supple-

mentary power reference Pref,sup is generated. Further passing

through a high-pass filter, the fast-varying component Pfast,ref

is assigned to ESS in the grid-connected mode (in the islanded

mode, ESS will automatically undertake this part), whereas the

slow-varying part Pslow,ref is added to the power reference of

curtailable load, diesel generator or renewable generators in

condition A, B, and C, respectively. The slack-bus power control

will be especially meaningful in a planned-islanding process

where POI power should be ideally controlled at zero.

D. Control Strategy for Transition Function

Planned islanding is composed of the following three steps:

1) Adjust generation to meet power constraint of the breaker

(ideally zero) by setting P ∗
POI = 0;

2) Open the breaker when power through POI is below a

threshold for a specified duration;

3) Switch control strategy of ESS from PQ control to Vf

control.

For reconnection, synchronization criterion must be met

before closing the breaker at POI, which is monitored by a

synchrocheck relay (simulated in this article). The difference
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Fig. 5. Vf and PQ control for ESS with seamless transition features.

Fig. 6. Phase angle saving and selection during transition.

between frequency, phase angle, and voltage amplitude on both

sides of the breaker, which can be measured by phase-locked

loop (PLL), should be within a specified range [9], [21]–[22].

This can be achieved by active-synchronization, which sets

voltage and frequency reference of ESS close to the values on

the grid side of the breaker. After reconnection, ESS will be

switched back to the PQ control mode.

To realize seamless transition, state-saving techniques are

employed so that the current reference and phase angle generated

within ESS are kept almost constant during transients [23],

[24]. As illustrated in Fig. 5, for POI power control in the

grid-connected mode, the switches K1–K2 are closed whereas

K3–K4 are open. The switch K5 is connected to PQ control

output. Therefore, the output of PQ control is saved as the initial

current reference for Vf control. In the islanded mode, the state

of switches will turn opposite. Similarly, the phase angle is also

saved before in the transition process, as shown in Fig. 6. To

further improve the dynamic performance, a transient virtual

resistor control is adopted [11].

Emergency dispatch will be adopted when an unplanned

islanding event happens and ESS will switch to Vf control

thereafter. In Fig. 7, there are four commands based on PPOI and

Pdiesel before islanding [labeled with (i–1)]. Given the limited

response speed of diesel generator, its power will be frozen

after islanding detection. Power mismatch due to PPOI variation

will be first met by ESS, and then by shedding load or cur-

tailing renewables. The advantage of keeping diesel generator

ON is also exhibited here as it can provide grid support to help

power converter such as ESS ride through abnormal voltage and

frequency, which may deviate significantly due to the loss of

utility grid in power-electronic converter based microgrid [24].

For such microgrids, it may be favorable that power-electronic

converters can emulate the behavior of synchronous generator or

provide a grid-supporting function such as voltage or frequency

sensitive droop control during the unplanned islanding process

[25], [26].

Fig. 7. Emergency dispatch rules for unplanned islanding.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the real-time MGCS testbench.

E. Reactive Power Dispatch

Assuming the considered microgrid is at low voltage level,

reactive load is balanced by diesel generator and inverter-

interfaced assets, while no SVC and FACTS devices are used.

Reactive power is dispatched by weighting based on the remain-

ing capacity defined as (6), where Si is the power capacity, ki is

the steady-state overloading capability coefficient, and Pref,i is

active power reference of the ith asset.

Srem,i =
√

(kiSi)
2
− P 2

ref,i. (6)

III. C-HIL IMPLEMENTATION OF MGCS

As shown in Fig. 8, the MGCS is implemented on a hardware

controller Raspberry Pi. The microgrid model is running in

OPAL-RT simulator OP5600, with an average power converter

model employed to increase computational speed. The time step

of real-time simulation is 50 µs. The required signals of the

microgrid are transmitted to the centralized MGCS and control

commands are sent back to the modeled assets. Internet commu-

nication based on UDP/IP protocol is used to interface MGCS

with a real-time simulator. The control strategy is validated on a

600 V, 60 Hz three-phase ac microgrid. Parameters of the assets

are listed in Table II, with base power being the maximum power

capacity of DERs (320 kVA). The overloading capability of the
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE MICROGRID ASSETS

TABLE III
SCENARIOS FOR MGCS TESTS

diesel generator is 1.5 p.u. whereas that of inverter interfaced

DERs is 1.1 p.u.

IV. REAL-TIME TESTING OF MGCS

The general initial conditions for testing are specified in IEEE

2030.8 based on renewable energy output, load demand, and

energy storage state-of-charge [3]. For brief testing the dispatch

and transition function [27], Sections IV-A and IV-B presented

three typical scenarios A–C listed in Table III, where ESS

force-charging, power-smoothing, and force-discharging con-

trol will be adopted, respectively. In Section IV-C, a longer-time

simulation with comparative tests will be conducted to validate

the proposed dispatch strategy. The control interval may vary

for different testing purposes.

A. Short-Term Test of Dispatch Function

For rapid verification, the renewable generation is purposely

set to be highly fluctuant and the dispatch interval is selected

to be 200 ms. The power of diesel generator, ESS, load, and

renewable generator are denoted by PDS , PESS, Pload, and

PRER, respectively.

1) Dispatch in the Grid-Connected Mode: In Fig. 9(a), the

microgrid is under Scenario A and P ∗
POI is 0.2 p.u. (import).

Initially, diesel generator power is 0.5 p.u., whereas ESS has no

output power. At t = 40 s, the dispatch rule (c#3) in Fig. 3(a)

is enabled. Diesel generator increases its power to maximum

Pds,max (1 p.u.) while P ∗
POI is adjusted to be around 0.5 p.u.

given the heavy loading situation. The feeder losses and power

fluctuation will be reflected on PPOI, which can be compensated

by slack-bus power control. ESS will provide the fast-varying

component in the compensated power, while its average charging

rate is around kc = 0.05 p.u. The slow-varying component is

undertaken by shedding load, as observed from the load decrease

after t = 40 s.

In Fig. 9(b), the microgrid is under Scenario B. Pnet is around

1 p.u., which will be first met by diesel generator and then

Fig. 9. Dispatch in the grid-connected mode with dispatch enabled at t = 40 s.
(a) Under Scenario A. (b) Under Scenario B.

by ESS. The effect of the slack-bus power control can also be

observed from the waveform of POI power. The slow-varying

component will be supplied by diesel generator given its capa-

bility to provide more power.

2) Dispatch in the Islanded Mode: The ESS serves as the

system reference in the islanded mode. In Fig. 10(a), microgrid

is under Scenario A and ESS is forced to charge at power

around 0.05 p.u. According to Command c#3 in Fig. 3(a),

diesel generator outputs the maximum power Pds,max (1 p.u.)
and curtailable load is shed. Due to the slack bus power control

in Fig. 4, the feeder losses, for example 5%, which is originally

compensated by Vf controlled ESS solely, will now be shared by

both curtailable load and ESS. The ESS will only undertake the

fast-varying component, without affecting the averaged charging

power. Otherwise, ESS must countervail the feeder loss, and the

original slow charging process will be further interfered.
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Fig. 10. Dispatch in the islanded mode. (a) Under Scenario A. (b) Under
Scenario C.

In Fig. 10(b), the microgrid is under Scenario C with excessive

generation from RER. Diesel generation is reduced to the mini-

mum limit Pds,min (0.3 p.u.). By renewable curtailment and the

slack bus power control, ESS is forced to discharge at the rate

kd = 0.05 p.u., which matches Command c#12 in Fig. 3(c).

B. Test of Transition Function

The test results of transition function are covered in this

section, with a control interval at 20 ms.

1) Planned Islanding: In Fig. 11(a), a microgrid is under

Scenario B and initially in the grid-connected mode. At t =
60 s, planned islanding command is released by changing P ∗

POI

from 0.2 p.u. to zero. With the slack bus power control, PPOI is

controlled to be smaller than the threshold (0.05 p.u.) for 10 s.

After that, microgrid gets islanded by opening the breaker at

POI while ESS switches to Vf control. By observing the wave-

form, the islanding process is seamless because the state-saving

techniques make the current reference and phase angle of ESS

Fig. 11. Results of planned islanding enabled at t = 60 s. (a) Under Scenario
B. (b) Under Scenario C.

almost unchanged. Power of DERs has small changes due to the

voltage variation after islanding.

The results of planned islanding under Scenario C is shown in

Fig. 11(b). In this case, POI power adjustment will be disabled

after t = 60 s and the POI power is controlled to be around zero

by supplementary slack bus power control which will be fulfilled

by ESS and renewable generator.

2) Reconnection: For resynchronization, the voltage, fre-

quency, and phase angle on both sides of breaker are measured

by PLL. Voltage reference of Vf controlled ESS is then set at the

grid-side voltage (1 p.u. here), whereas its frequency reference is

reduced from 60 to 59.9 Hz at a rate of 0.01 Hz/s. The phase angle

difference over the breaker at POI will automatically change.

In Fig. 12(a), the microgrid is under Scenario B. At t =
90.1 s, synchronization criterion is met and the breaker at POI

gets closed. ESS switches from Vf control to PQ control with

active power reference identical to the output power before

reconnection. Grid-connected dispatch rules and the slack bus

power control is enabled thereafter, with P ∗
POI being zero. The
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Fig. 12. Results of the reconnection process. (a) Under Scenario B. (b) Under
Scenario C.

reconnection process is almost seamless. The small power os-

cillation is due to the synchronization between diesel generator

with the utility grid.

In Fig. 12(b), the microgrid is under Scenario C and recon-

nected at t = 88.1 s. Before reconnection, renewable is curtailed

to force ESS discharge at 0.05 p.u. After t = 90 s, P ∗
POI is

readjusted to export, thus avoiding renewable curtailment. Due

to frequency droop control, diesel generation is slightly larger

than Pds,min before reconnection.

3) Unplanned Islanding: An unplanned islanding event oc-

curs at t = 130 s. The breaker opens and PPOI drops to zero

immediately.

In Fig. 13(a), the microgrid is under Scenario A and ini-

tially grid-connected. Diesel generator outputs maximum power

(Pds,max) and electricity is initially imported from the utility

grid, forcing ESS to charge at 0.05 p.u. Assuming ideal islanding

detection, emergency dispatch takes effect at t=130 s. ESS picks

up the power mismatch and switches to Vf control. Power outputs

of other DERs remain almost unchanged in the emergency

Fig. 13. Results of unplanned islanding. (a) Under Scenario A with ideal
islanding detection. (b) Under Scenario C with 50 ms islanding detection delay.

dispatch till t = 130.5 s. After that, islanded dispatch rule is

adopted. Power mismatch will then be met by load shedding

instead of ESS discharging, and ESS will continue to be charged

at 0.05 p.u.

In Fig. 13(b), the microgrid is under Scenario C and power

is initially exported to the utility grid. By emergency dispatch,

power mismatch due to PPOI change will be met by ESS. A

delay of 50 ms is assumed between the islanding event and

emergency dispatch action. The voltage and frequency deviation

are therefore larger than in Fig. 13(a). However, because diesel

generator is essentially a voltage source, the impact due to

islanding detection delay will be smaller than the microgrid with

purely PQ controlled power-electronic converters in unplanned

islanding process [11].

C. Daily-Scale Test of Dispatch Function

To quickly validate the dispatch function on a daily scale, the

24-h power profile is scaled to 2000 s and the original dispatch

interval 10 min is scaled to 14 s.
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Fig. 14. Results of daily-scale dispatch in the grid-connected mode. (a)
Conventional power smoothing control with initial SoC at 0.8. (b) Proposed
control strategy with initial SoC at 0.8. (c) Proposed control strategy with initial
SoC at 0.3.

Fig. 15. Results of daily-scale dispatch in the islanded mode. (a) Conventional
power smoothing control. (b) Proposed control strategy.

1) Grid-Connected Dispatch: In Fig. 14, the microgrid is in

the grid-connected mode.P ∗
POI is changed from 0.2 p.u. (import)

to 0 at t = 1000 s. For comparative study, conventional power

smoothing control with ESS firming short-term renewable and

load fluctuation is firstly presented in Fig. 14(a) where SoC of

ESS is initially 0.8. With this strategy, diesel generator will be

the main contributor to power balance. However, the SoC of

ESS stays constant at 0.8 and PPOI deviates significantly from its

reference at around 1600 s. The result of reactive power dispatch

is not shown in the grid-connected mode for brevity.

With the proposed dispatch, the microgrid will have SoC

control capability, as demonstrated in Fig. 14(b). For initial SoC

at 0.8, dispatch will start from force-discharging control. Diesel

generator will output Pds,min (0.3 p.u.). ESS will thus discharge

and SoC drops toSoCu at t= 120 s. After that, power smoothing

control will be adopted and SoC is almost constant. However,

during heavy-loading intervals when diesel generation is insuf-

ficient, ESS will discharge till SoC reaches SoCd1 at t = 1710 s.

Thereafter, ESS will be charged back by slightly increasing the

power import PPOI, since diesel generator has reached Pds,max.

After t= 1800 s, power balance and ESS charging will be met by
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diesel power solely. In contrast to Fig. 14(a), the impact on the

grid in heavy loading intervals is much smaller and SoC of ESS is

well addressed for continuous operation. There is no consistent

switching between the dispatch modes, which demonstrated

the effectiveness of the mode-latching mechanism in Fig. 2.

This is also illustrated in Fig. 14(c) where the initial SoC is

0.3.

2) Islanded Dispatch: In Fig. 15, we obtain the results in the

islanded mode under the same load/generation condition as in

the grid-connected mode. With conventional power-smoothing

control, the SoC of ESS will remain almost unchanged, as shown

in Fig. 15(a). Load will be shed at around 1600 s. With the

proposed dispatch strategy in Fig. 15(b), ESS will discharge

during this period thus reducing the load shedding amount. Most

of the time, the SoC of ESS will stay around the middle SoC

range, which also holds for other initial SoC values.

For reactive power dispatch, the reactive power load, with

the power factor of load set around 0.9, is shared among DERs

in proportional to their remaining power capacity defined by

(7). Since ESS serves as Vf reference, the reactive power losses

in feeders will also be compensated by ESS, which makes its

output power a little larger than the reference calculated from

proportional power sharing.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents the design and implementation of a

centralized MGCS as per the recommended microgrid topology,

dispatch methodology, and objectives in IEEE Std 2030.7 and

2030.8. By comprehensive C-HIL testing, we draw the following

key conclusions.

1) With rule-based dispatch allowing ESS power smoothing

control, ESS force-charging/discharging control, the SoC

of ESS can be effectively maintained around 0.5, thus

ensuring bidirectional energy reserve. The capability of

ESS in peak shaving is also utilized by leaving some

SoC margins for ESS to charge or discharge when power

mismatch cannot be met by diesel generator.

2) The supplementary slack bus power control is effective

in mitigating the fluctuation of power through POI and in

compensating for the power mismatch resulting from an

open-loop dispatch scheme.

3) Smooth transitions during planned islanding, reconnec-

tion and unplanned islanding, are successfully achieved

by state-saving techniques, active synchronization, and

emergency dispatch, with ESS as the main facilitator.
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